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Sitting in the dark, feet in something sticky and waiting for longer than I should. All in a days bus ride. 

The idea of collective transportation is something of genius. Especially relevant now. In a time where congestion is edging on out of order and 
climate change has transformed, from a myth, to a scientifically evidenced issue of great political weight, the bus service is becoming an 
innovation that per person emits less carbon, and reduces the number of cars on the road. It is, arguably a solution to a large number of 
problems. However, it has some of its own, that without resolution, leaves it in the past, prevents people from using it and gives it the potential to 
become quite dangerous. 

An issue I have with the bus service is its unreliability. The service will only be used if it meets expectations and can deliver people to their required 
destinations in a timely fashion. However, let's face it, that's not always the case. In fact, in my experience, it is never the case. It's very rare that I 
dismount a bus without wanting to complain about my lateness, about the fact that I've missed a train, a cinema time, a date perhaps. I'd rather 
there be no times to notify us of the arrival of a bus, and instead for it to turn up randomly to our great pleasure - if catching it, or dismay - if 
missing it. That way, you can be running to it or waiting for it and you know, your success or failure in catching it is your fault. The time you arrive 
at the stop is your responsibility, if there is a bus, that's a bonus, if not, you'll have to wait. There is no expectation. 
Another problem I often face with the bus service is the facilities present when waiting, and the seats on the bus when sitting down. If I'm 
sounding pedantic, then I apologise. Whilst waiting for a bus, there are no lights, no seats and at times, smashed glass. These sorts of messy 
environments attract a sloppy attitude to the bus service, that it can be abused, that it can be neglected, that it isn't important to be clean and 
safe. In these instances, CCTV cameras are needed to ensure those who do wrong are identified. People may object to this, but the truth is, if 
you're law abiding, there's nothing to be concerned about. The seating on buses can be dirty, and the service is sometimes regarded as absolutely 
basic. A more thorough clean, and awareness of hygiene by bus companies may cost a bit more money, but will reduce the number of complaints 
I and others hear.  Undoubtedly, this will attract more users, impressed with the fantastic facilities.  
Not sounding too negative, my ending is positive. This relates specifically to the area I live. That's the concessionary fare, subsidised by the 
council, and adopted by the bus services.  For those between the ages of 11 - 18, 40p is an excellent price to pay to travel to a wide range of 
destinations across South Yorkshire.  Although I may have some reservations with the bus service relating to reliability and safety, I will never 
complain about the price. Using the bus service most days, the price far from depletes my savings, attacks my wages or runs into my 'pocket 
money'. For that, I'm grateful.  And one thing's for sure - you'll always find me 'on the buses'. 


